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Abstracr 
Salomaa, K., Synchronized tree automata, Theoretical Computer Science 127 (1994) 25-51. 
We introduce synchronized tree automata. They are an extension of the usual tree automaton model 
where computations in independent subtrees of the input have the capability to communicate in 
a limited way using the synchronization mechanism. The class of tree languages recognized by the 
nondeterministic synchronized automata is shown to be properly located between the recognizable 
and the context-free tree languages. We investigate closure properties and decision problems of 
synchronized tree automata. Equivalence is shown to be undecidable for the nondeterministic 
synchronized tree automata but decidable for deterministic equality-synchronized automata. 
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1. Introduction 
Synchronization of alternating machines has been introduced in [lo]. It models 
a simple limited form of communication between the parallel processes of a computa- 
tion. When one of the computations enters a state containing a synchronizing symbol 
it must stop and wait until all parallel branches of the computation tree either enter 
a state containing the same synchronizing symbol or terminate successfully. For 
recent results on alternating synchronized machines and more references see 
[l l-13,21]. 
Also the operation of top-down tree automata consists of independent parallel 
computations. In this case the parallelism is caused by structural properties of the 
inputs and not by the possibility of performing universal choices in the computation. 
For deterministic top-down tree automata in particular, the recognition power is 
strongly restricted by the fact that the automata are not able to transfer information 
between independent computations. Thus, it is natural to consider extensions of this 
automaton model. For instance, [4,5] investigate deterministic top-down tree auto- 
mata augmented with a deterministic look-ahead. 
Here we introduce an extension of finite top-down tree automata where indepen- 
dent computations can communicate in a restricted way using a synchronization 
mechanism. Synchronization seems to be a useful and natural notion for tree auto- 
mata also. As with synchronized alternating machines, some states of a synchronized 
tree automaton contain special synchronizing symbols and it is required that the 
synchronizing sequences produced in the computations on any two paths from the 
root of the input to two distinct leaves are in the prefix relation, i.e., one is a prefix of 
the other. We also consider the alternative notion of equality-synchronization where 
the automaton is required to produce exactly the same synchronizing sequence on 
every branch of the input. The equality-synchronization of alternating automata is 
considered also in [l 11. 
One should note that in spite of the similarity of the definition of synchronization 
for alternating machines on one hand and for tree automata on the other, the notions 
are essentially different. In the case of tree automata synchronization represents 
communication between computations in independent subtrees of the input, whereas 
in the case of alternating machines one synchronizes parallel computations on the 
same input. If one combines these two notions of parallelism one obtains the notion of 
an alternating tree automaton, cf. e.g. [14,17,18,22]. It is not clear how one should 
define synchronization for these alternating automata as configurations of a tree 
automaton may contain in general an arbitrary number of states. Alternating finite 
top-down tree automata recognize the same family of forests as the corresponding 
nondeterministic automata. However, in bottom-up computations alternation in fact 
enables the automata to have a limited form of communication between computations 
corresponding to independent subtrees of the input. Already the finite alternating 
bottom-up tree automaton model is computationally very strong. For instance 
(cf. [ 1 S]), this model defines as yield-languages all recursively enumerable languages. 
One can, in the obvious way, also define synchronized bottom-up tree automata. 
However, the notion of prefix-synchronization i particular would not seem to be very 
natural for bottom-up computations where one essentially produces the synchroniz- 
ing sequence in reversed order. Also, a bottom-up automaton can compare the results 
of computations in independent subtrees at the common predecessor. Thus, the 
motivation for adding a synchronization mechanism to allow limited communication 
would not be so clear as in the top-down case (although synchronization clearly 
increases the recognition capability of also bottom-up automata). In this paper we 
consider only synchronized top-down automata. 
The results of the present paper are now summarized. After recalling some basic 
definitions concerning trees in Section 2, we define the synchronized tree automata 
and their prefix-synchronized and equality-synchronized computations in Section 3. 
The family of forests, i.e. tree languages, recognized by nondeterministi~ synchronized 
tree automata is shown to be strictly contained in the context-free forests and to 
strictly contain the recognizable forests. The class of forests defined by the determinis- 
tic synchronized tree automata turns out to be incomparable with the recognizable 
forests. For deterministic automata the prefix-synchronized and equality-synchro- 
nized computation modes yield incomparable classes of forests, whereas in the 
nondeterministic ase equality-synchronized computations can always be simulated 
using prefix~syn~hronization. 
Also in Section 3 we show that the set of synchronizing sequences corresponding to 
the computations of a synchronized tree automaton is always a recognizable lan- 
guage. This will be a useful result when considering the decidability of the equivalence 
problem for synchronized tree automata. Complexity aspects of the equivalence 
problem of finite tree automata are investigated in [20]. 
Since the synchronized forests are effectively context-free, it follows that the empti- 
ness problem for synchronized tree automata is decidable. In Section 5 it is shown that 
equivalence is undecidable for nondeterministic synchronized automata, and in con- 
trast to this we prove that equivalence of deterministic equality-synchronized tree 
automata is decidable. The question whether equivalence is decidable for determinis- 
tic prefix-synchronized automata remains open. 
A central result needed in the proof of the above decidability result is the normaliz- 
ation theorem given in Section 4. This states that a given (deterministic) equality- 
synchronized tree automaton can always be assumed to be normalized. Intuitively, 
the normalization property can be described as follows. Assume that the automaton 
reads a node u of the input and goes to states qi and q2 in some daughters u1 and u2 
of U. Furthermore, assume that the computation starting from the node uI in state 
q1 is accepting and produces a synchronizing sequence w. Then there exists a tree 
t such that the automaton when starting to read t in the state q2 produces the same 
synchronizing sequence w. Thus, one can say that in the computation starting from 
ul in state q1 the automaton is able to check that the corresponding synchronizing 
sequence can appear in some accepting computation starting from the sister nodes of 
u1 (assuming that the subtrees are suitably chosen). The notion of normalization can 
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be seen as an extension of the connectivity (cf. [6]) requirement for ordinary tree 
automata. 
We show that equivalence of normalized deterministic equality-synchronized tree 
automata reduces to the equivalence problem of deterministic multitape finite auto- 
mata. This question is known to be decidable, cf. [S]. 
2. Definitions 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with tree automata, cf. [6]. Here we briefly 
recall and invent some notations and definitions concerning trees and tree automata. 
Let A be a set. The set of words (or nonempty words) over A is denoted A* (or A+). 
If WEA*, 1wI is the length of the word w and /z is the empty word. If wl, w~EA* and 
w1 is a prefix (or proper prefix) of w2, this is denoted w1 <pr w2 (or w1 < pr wZ). The 
pre3x relation z is defined by w1 z w2 I ‘ff one of the words w1 and w2 is a prefix of the 
other. The words w1 and w2 are said to be independent, w1 11 w2, if neither one is a prefix 
of the other. Thus for all wl, w*EA*, exactly one of the relations w1 z w2 or w1 llw2 
holds. Let WC A* be finite and assume that w 1~w,forallw,,w2~W.Thenmax,(W) 
denotes the unique word WE W such that w’ dPr w for all ~‘6 W. (max, ( W) is simply 
the unique word of maximal length in W.) 
The cardinality of a finite set A is denoted # A. The power set of A is @(A). If there 
is no danger of confusion, a singleton set {c} is usually denoted simply by c. The 
symbol N + stands for the set of positive integers and N, = N + u(0). 
The symbols C and R always denote finite ranked alphabets. The rank of an 
element OGC is denoted rank(a) and C,= {CEC I rank(a)=m}, m>O. In what follows, 
X = {x1, x2, . ..} is always a fixed countably infinite set of variables and 
Xi={xl ,... ,xi), i>,O. Let YGX. The set of CY-trees, F,(Y), is the smallest set 
A satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) COu YCA, 
(ii) If m>, 1, GEL,,,, tl ,... ,~,EA then a(tl ,... , t,)eA. 
The set of C-trees, Fz, is defined to be F,(G) and subsets of FP are called C-forests (or 
C-tree languages). We also need the definition of trees using tree domains given below. 
By a tree domain D we mean a nonempty finite subset of N *+ that satisfies the two 
conditions: 
(i) If UED, then every prefix of u belongs to D. 
(ii) For every UED there exists ie No such that ujED iff 1 <j< i. (i= 0 if u has no 
daughters.) 
Let A be a set. An A-labeled tree is a mapping t : D-r A, where D is a tree domain. 
The elements of D are called nodes of the tree and D is denoted by dam(t). A node 
ucdom(t) is said to be labeled by t(U)EA. A node u is said to be a successor of 
uedom(t) if u is a proper prefix of v. 
It is clear that every ZX-tree can be seen as a (CuX)-labeled tree t : dom(t)+CuX 
that satisfies the additional condition that each node labeled by an element of rank m, 
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m 30, has exactly m daughters (immediate successors) and variables do not have 
successors. In what follows, when speaking about CX-trees we use freely also notions 
defined using the tree domains. 
We assume that notions such as the height, the root, a leaf and a subtree of a tree are 
well known. The height of t is denoted hg(t) (if tEC,uX, hg(t)=O), and the set of 
leaves of t is leaf(t) (G dam(t)). Furthermore, leaf,(t) is the set of leaves labeled by 
elements of CO and leaf,(t) is the set of leaves labeled by variables. The subtree oft at 
node uEdom(t) is denoted t/u. The set of variables of X labeling some leaf of tEF,(X) 
is var(t) and f is said to be linear if it contains exactly one occurrence of each variable 
of var(t). The set of linear CX-trees is denoted lin( Z, X). 
Let tEFz(X), tl ,... , t,,,eFz and x1 ,... ,x,Evar(t). Then t(xl+-tl ,... ,x,+-t,) de- 
notes the CX-tree obtained from t by replacing each variable xi with ti, i = 1,. . . , m. 
A CX-tree t is said to be unary if all nonleaf nodes oft have exactly one daughter. For 
easier readability we usually denote unary trees by leaving all except the last pair of 
parentheses out. Thus, CT”(T), CJEZ,, SEC,, denotes a unary tree of height n. 
Let C and 0 be ranked alphabets and let neN, be such that ~i=8 for all i> n. 
Assume that for each ig{O, . . , n} we are given a mapping hi: Ci~Fn(Xi). The 
mappings hi, i = 0,. . . , n, determine the tree homomorphism h : Fp+Fn defined induc- 
tively by the condition: 
If m30, GEE,,, and tl,... , t,EFz then 
h(a(t,,...,t,))=h,(o)(x,th(t,),...,x,ch(t,)). 
Definition 2.1. A nondeterministic top-down finite tree automaton, nta, is a four-tuple 
where C is a ranked alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, Q. G Q is the set of initial states, 
and g determines the state transitions by associating to each aEC,, m30, a mapping 
ag: Q-@(QmI 
If asC,, ag is a subset of Q. We use the convention that m-tuples ql,. . . , q,,, belonging 
to a,(q), =C,, rn> 1, qEQ, are denoted using square brackets: 
C4~3...34ml~ag(q). 
This is done for easier readability as we will consider automata where the states have 
several components. 
The automaton &‘=(C, Q, Qo,g) is said to be deterministic (dta) if Q. = (qO} is 
a singleton and for all qEQ, aEC,, m> 1, a,(q) is either a singleton or the empty set. 
The class of nondeterministic (or deterministic) top-down tree automata is denoted 
nt (or dt). 
Definition 2.2. Let G? =( C, Q, Qo, g)Ent and tEFr. A computation of ~4 on the input 
t is a Q-labeled tree r:dom(t)-+Q satisfying the following conditions: 
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6) ~(QQo. 
(ii) Suppose that uEdom(t) has daughters ui,...,~,, m>l. Then [r(ui),..., 
+4n)l-J&(4)~ 
(iii) If ueleaf(t) and t(u)=aeC,, then r(u)EoS. 
The set of computations of .d on the tree t is denoted corn,,(t). If .& is deterministic 
then corn,(t) consists of a unique computation or is empty. The forest recognized by 
& is 
The families of forests recognized by the nondeterministic and deterministic tree 
automata are denoted NT and DT, respectively. 
The family NT is equal to the family of forests recognized by (nondeterministic or 
deterministic) bottom-up tree automata. It is called the family of recognizable forests 
and usually denoted by REC. It is well known that DT is strictly included in REC, 
cf. [6]. We denote the family of context-free (or algebraic) forests by CFT. The family 
CFT can be characterized using context-free tree grammars or tree pushdown auto- 
mata, cf. e.g. [l, 3,7,15,19]. 
If &‘=(C,Q,Q,,g)~trt and qEQ then &‘(q) denotes the automaton (C,Q,q,g) 
obtained by taking the set of initial states to consist only of q. 
To conclude this section we define some notations concerning paths in trees that 
will be used when considering the synchronized tree automata. If t is an A-labeled tree, 
a path oft is a word 
where ui = A, u,Eleaf(t) and Ui + I is a daughter of ui, i = 1,. . . , m - 1. The above path is 
denoted path(t, u,) and 
path(t)= {path(t, u) 1 uEleaf(t)}. 
The domain of path(t, u,) as above, PATH(t, u,) c N *+, is defined by 
PATH(t,u,)= {ul ,... , u,}. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet and M the maximal rank of elements of C. Denote 
Z= (0, . . . , M}. Then for teF,(X), an ordered path oft is a sequence 
(t(ul),jl)...(t(u,-l),j,-l)(t(u,),O)E(CxZ)+, (2.1) 
whereul=L,u,Eleaf(t)andui+l=uiji,i=l,..., m - 1. Also, the above ordered path is 
denoted ordpath(t, u,) and 
ordpath(t)= (ordpath(t, u) 1 ucleaf(t)}. 
Thus, an ordered path is just a path containing the additional information about the 
direction taken at the nodes. 
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Let ~GF, and u,,uzEleaf(t), ul#uZ. Denote P(u1,uz)=PATH(t,u1)uPATH(t,u2). 
The two-pruned tree 2pr(t, ui, u2) is the linear C-X-tree r defined by the following 
conditions: 
(i) dam(r) is the subset of dam(t) containing P(u,, u2) and all daughters of nodes 
belonging to the set P(u,, uZ). 
(ii) If u~P(u,, uZ), then r(u)= t(u). If u is a daughter of a node of P(ul, u2) not in 
P(ul, uq), then u is labeled by a variable and each such node is labeled by a different 
variable. 
Clearly dam(r) defined in (i) is a tree domain. Intuitively, 2pr(t, ui, u2) is obtained by 
pruning the tree t by cutting off all subtrees branching out from the paths leading to 
u1 and u2 and replacing each such subtree with a distinct variable. In this context we 
identify trees obtained from each other by renaming some variables and thus the tree 
2pr(t,u1,u2) can be seen to be unique. Note also that the sets PATH(t,u,) and 
PATH(t, u2) may contain a common “prefix”. 
Finally, the set of two-pruned trees corresponding to teF, is 
2pr(t)={2pr(r,al,~1)Iu1,u2~leaf(t), 4 ZUZ}. 
Also we denote 
2pr(C)= U(2pr(t) I t~Fd. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
3. Synchronized tree automata 
We define synchronized computations of top-down tree automata by allowing 
computations in independent subtrees of the input to communicate in a restricted 
way. A synchronized tree automaton is just a finite tree automaton where some states 
contain so-called synchronizing symbols. In a synchronized computation the se- 
quences of synchronizing symbols produced on any two paths must be in the prefix 
relation. The equality-synchronized computation mode requires that all synchroniz- 
ing sequences are identical. 
Definition 3.1. A nondeterministic synchronized tree automaton, nsta, is a top-down 
tree automaton d =(C, Q, Qo, g) where the state set is of the form 
The set S is called the synchronization alphabet and elements of S are called synchroniz- 
ing symbols (sync-symbols for short). Elements of Q2 x S are said to be synchronizing 
states of the automaton. The morphism h,& : Q* +S * is defined by the conditions 
hd(ql)=i and h.4((qlrs))=s for all qi~Qi, SES, i= 1,2. Let teF,. The set of synchro- 
nized computations (or prejix-synchronized computations) of JZ! on t is defined by 
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The prefix-synchronized forest recognized by .d is then defined as 
L,(,d)= {~EF,) scom,,(t)#Q)). 
The set of equality-synchronized (or e-synchronized) computations is 
and then the e-synchronized forest recognized by .c9 is denoted 
L,(,r4)= {~EF, I s,com.c,(t)#O}. 
A deterministic synchronized tree automaton (dsta) ,oil is defined as above but with the 
additional requirement that .d is deterministic in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
The class of nondeterministic (or deterministic) synchronized tree automata is 
denoted nst (or dst). The family of prefix-synchronized forests recognized by non- 
deterministic (or deterministic) automata is denoted NST (or DST). The correspond- 
ing families defined by the equality-synchronized computation mode are N,ST and 
D,ST. 
Intuitively, if a computation of an nsta produces a synchronizing symbol s then the 
computation in this branch of the input must wait until all other currently active 
computations produce the same symbol s or terminate. In the e-synchronized mode 
all other computations must produce the same sync-symbol s. 
Strictly speaking a synchronized automaton .denst is just a nondeterministic tree 
automaton with a certain type of state set. When referring to a synchronized automa- 
ton .d we mean .d equipped with the synchronized computation mode. Also when 
there is no danger of confusion we simply call prefix-synchronized computations 
synchronized computations. 
Let .&Enst. By the computations of the underlying automaton of .d we mean the 
ordinary unsynchronized computations of SX?‘, and L(&) denotes the forest recognized 
by the underlying automaton of .R/’ (in the sense of Definition 2.2). Clearly 
Example 3.2. Let C=CZu~IuZO, where Z,={o}, Z,=(U), Z,={;J} and define 
L1 = {w(a”(y), g”(y)) I n >O}. We construct .d =(C, Q, qO,g)Edst as follows. Choose 
Q= {qO}u( {q} x {s)) and define g by the conditions: 
~&IO) = C(% s), (49 41, 
Denote t(n, m) = ~(a”(?), a”‘(y)), n, m 30. Let r(n, m) be the unique computation be- 
longing to com,d(t(n, m)). Then h,,(path(r(n, m))) = (s”+‘, .s”‘+ ’ >. Thus, the computa- 
tion r(n,m) is equality-synchronized (i.e., s,com,4(t(n,m))#@) iff n=m, and hence 
L,(&)=L1. Note that L,(.d)=L(~~)={t(n,m))n,m3O}~DT. 
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The forest L1 in the above example is clearly not recognizable. Later we will also see 
that L1$DST, in fact the families DST and D,ST turn out to be incomparable. 
However, we have the following result which states that corresponding to every forest 
belonging to D,ST there exists an essentially similar forest in DST. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet. Denote CL = {t’ ) ZEC,}. Define the ranked alphabet 
s2 by setting s2,=C, if m#l and 52,=C1uCb. Let 
h(C) : Fx+Fo (3.1) 
be the tree homomorphism that just replaces every leaf labeled by ~EC, with the 
tree T’(T). 
Lemma 3.3. Let & =(C, Q, qO, g)Edst and let Q and h(C) be as above. Then 
Proof. Choose 9#=(S2,R,q,,f), where R=Qu(p(rr) 1 mCO} x (s}. Here s is a new 
synchronizing symbol not appearing in Q and p(o), oeC,, are new states. The state 
transitions of fare defined in the following way. 
(i) If qEQ and ~EC,(G~,,,), m31, then o/(q)=o,(q). 
(ii) Let ~EC, and qsQ be such that qco,. Then a;(q)= [(p(o), s)]. (If q$o,, then 
o;(4)=@) 
(iii) For all oeC,(= Sz,), os= {(p(a), s)}. 
Clearly, L(@ contains only trees of the form h(C)(t), ~EF,. (By (ii) and (iii) the 
computation of 99 can terminate successfully at a leaf G only if the predecessor of 0 was 
labeled by a’.) On a tree h(C)(t), 98 directly simulates the computation of d until it 
reaches a unary symbol u’, CWC,. There it goes to the synchronizing state (p(a), s) iff 
the corresponding computation of .d terminates successfully at the leaf G. Let w1 and 
w2 be the synchronizing sequences corresponding to two paths of the computation 
of 99. Since s is a new synchronizing symbol, w1 zwwl iff w1 =w2. It follows that 
L,(B)= L,(g) = h(C) [Le(d)]. Also @ is clearly deterministic. 0 
The above lemma holds also for nondeterministic synchronized automata. For 
nondeterministic automata we will prove (in Theorem 3.6) the stronger result stating 
that N,ST c NST. 
If C and L1 are as in Example 3.2 it follows that ~(C)(L,)EDST. Clearly also 
h(Z)(L,) is not recognizable. Although the deterministic synchronized automata 
recognize forests not in REC they are still not capable of recognizing even all finite 
forests. A standard example of a finite forest that cannot be recognized by a dta is 
L={4~J),a(~,a)}, h w ere C=C,u,Y,, C,=(G), Z,={a,b}. It is easy to verify that 
L does not belong either to DST or D,ST. This is because the computation steps 
in the leaves cannot produce synchronizing symbols. On the other hand, if h(C) 
is as in (3.1), then h(C)(L)EDSTnD,ST. To see this choose ~2 =(Z, Q, qo,g), 
Q={q0rq1,q2}u{q,,qb}~{~~,~2}, where g is defined by ~,h)=CqI,q~13 
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~$(ql)=[(%~~l)l~ b$(q2)=[(qbvSl)l, b$(ql)=[(qb,S2)1, ‘J&2)=[(q,,%)], and 
a,={(q,~sl)~ (qmS2)}, b,=((qbr S1), (qb,s2)}. Then dearly L,(d)=Ls(d)=h(C)(L). 
Note that h(C)(L)r$DT. 
On the basis of examples as above, one might think that deterministic synchronized 
automata would be able to recognize all finite forests where all pairwise independent 
subtrees are “long enough” to be compared in the synchronized computation. How- 
ever, this turns out not to be the case. The deterministic synchronized automata do 
not recognize all finite forests even if they can produce arbitrarily long synchronizing 
sequences in the subtrees. This is illustrated by the following example. 
Example 3.4. Let C be a ranked alphabet, WGZ, and let tl and t,, tl # t2, be arbitrary 
C-trees. Choose L to be the forest consisting of the four X-trees 
Then L$D,ST and L$DST. This is easily verified and is left to the reader. 
Next we define the synchronization language of a synchronized tree automaton. Let 
&‘=(C, Q, Qo,g)cnst, tEF, and rescom,(t) be a synchronized computation on t. 
Then the (maximal) synchronizing sequence of r is 
seq(r)=max, {u 1 uEh,d(path(r))} 
The right-hand side exists by the definition of scorn,,(t). The set of synchronizing 
sequences corresponding to the input t is 
seq(&, t)= {seq(r) 1 rEscom&(t)} 
and the synchronization language of‘,d is 
sync@?= UleF, seq(,d, r). 
If t$L,(&), then seq(&, t)=@ Also if &’ is deterministic then for all tEF,, seq(&, t) is 
empty or a singleton. 
For the equality-synchronized computations we define analogously the e-syn- 
chronizing sequence of rEs,com,,(t), seq,(r) as the unique word belonging to the 
singleton set h,,(path(r)). The set of e-synchronizing sequences of t is seq,(,d, t)= 
{seq,(r) 1 rEs,com,,(t)}, and the e-synchronization language of JXZ is sync,(&)= 
UteFZ seq,(d, r). 
The result below stating that the synchronization language is always recognizable 
will be important in what follows. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G! =( Z, Q, Qo, g)Enst. Then sync(&) and sync,(&) are recognizable 
(word ) languages. 
Proof. Let S be the synchronization alphabet of d. We define a nondeterministic 
finite word automaton % (cf. [9,16]) with input alphabet S such that %’ accepts the 
language sync(&). (% can also be viewed as a tree automaton with unary inputs.) The 
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automaton %’ will be able to make state transitions without advancing the reading 
head (A-moves). It is well known that this capability does not enlarge the family of 
languages recognized. 
Denote Q’= (4’1 qeQ). The state set of V is @(QuQ’) and the initial states are the 
singletons {q}, where qeQo. The accepting final state is the empty set @ The behaviour 
of 97 is given by the procedure below. The variable Us QuQ’ denotes the current state 
of $9. All transitions below are i-transitions (i.e., do not read the input) unless 
mentioned otherwise. 
Procedure 
BEGIN U+-(q) for some qEQo. 
(i) WHILE there exists a primed state q’EU(qEQ), DO 
Choose nondeterministically CJEC. 
(a) If rank(o)=m>l, choose [q1,.,.,qm]Ec9(q) and update the state 
vc(u-{q’})u(ql,...,q,). 
(b) If rank(a)=0 and qEo,, then Ut U - {q’). If q$o,, then reject. 
(ii) WHILE there exists qEU (q is not primed) such that q is not a synchronizing 
state DO 
Choose nondeterministically OEC. 
(a) If rank(a)=ma 1, choose [ql,.. . , qm]eos(q) and update the state 
Ut(U-Cq})u{q,,...,q,j. 
(b) If rank(a)=0 and qea,, then UcU-(q}. If q$a,, then reject. 
(iii) (At this point U consists of unprimed states all having a sync-symbol.) Denote 
U={(41,S1),...,(qn,Sn)}, n30. 
IF there exist i,jE{l,..., n} such that si#sj THEN reject ELSE denote 
si = . . . = s, = &‘j. 
IF n = 0 THEN accept if the input is finished ELSE reject. 
IF n 2 1 THEN read the next input symbol sOgS. 
IF so = s THEN U+- { (ql, s)‘, . . . , (qn, s)’ 1 
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state 0 if this is the case. If w is finished (i.e., w = 3.) the computation was successful. 
Assume that rank(o)=m>l. Now G? goes to a state U={q,,...,q,}, where 
[ql ,... ,q,,,]~~~(q~). Note that U is a set, whereas the sequence [ql ,..., q,,,] may 
contain multiple occurrences of the same state. The essential point is what G? does 
when it identifies states qi = qj for some i #j. Let the states qi and qj correspond to 
nodes u1 and u2 of dam(r). (Here in fact u1 = i, u2 =j.) Since r is synchronized it follows 
that seq(r/u,)%seq(r/u,). (seq(r/ui) is just the maximal synchronizing sequence pro- 
duced in the subcomputation r/Ui.) Assume that 
seqW 1 1 d pr w(r/b 1. (3.2) 
Then ‘8 chooses to continue the computation corresponding to the state qi=qj as in 
the subtree r/u2. 
For each nonsynchronizing state qE (q,, . . . , qm} % again guesses the input symbol of 
t in the node where q appears in r. According to (3.2) for multiple occurrences of q, 
?Z continues the computation as in the subtree producing the maximal synchronizing 
sequence. This is continued by (ii) until one obtains a state U consisting of only 
synchronizing states. The elements of CJ are now exactly all the synchronizing states 
appearing first on some path of r. In the terminology of [l 1,121 one can say that 
U contains the states appearing in the first synchronization cut of the computation r. If 
some states of U have different synchronizing symbols, then % rejects; otherwise it 
reads the next input symbol from M’ and checks that it is equal to the unique 
synchronizing symbol of CJ. 
Next the states of U are replaced by their primed versions denoting that the 
corresponding synchronizing symbol has been read from w. Then the computation is 
continued by (i) and (ii) until one again obtains a state set containing only unprimed 
synchronizing states which then correspond to the second synchronization cut of r. By 
the choices made in (3.2) the computation ends only when the maximal synchronizing 
sequence of r, seq(r) = M’, has been produced. Thus % accepts all words belonging to 
sync( &). 
Since V is nondeterministic it can of course also make the “wrong” choice in (3.2). 
Assume that seq(r/u,)<,,seq(r/u2) and Y chooses to continue the computation as in 
r/Ml. Then the computation may end after reading a proper prefix w1 of w. However, 
also in this case for a suitably chosen C-tree ti, wi is the maximal synchronizing 
sequence seq(r, ) of some rl Escom,,(tl ). One can construct t 1 from t by replacing the 
subtree t/u2 with t/u,. 
The automaton % always simulates the operation of .d by guessing nondeterminis- 
tically the next input symbol and the transition rule used by .d. It simplifies the 
computation by identifying in (3.2) computations that have the same state. Thus, it is 
clear that all computations of K simulate the synchronized computation of .oil on some 
input tree and it follows that W accepts exactly the language sync(d). 
It remains to prove that the e-synchronization language sync,( .d) is recognizable. 
Let k(Z) be as in Lemma 3.3 and corresponding to .d construct 9Enst as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3. Note that now .d and & are not necessarily deterministic. Let s be the 
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new synchronizing symbol of 9’. Then sync,(d) is the right-quotient of sync(g) by 
the singleton language (s}. By the above, sync(g) is recognizable and hence it follows 
that sync,(d) is also recognizable (cf. [9,16]). 0 
Note that a synchronized tree automaton &’ = (C, Q, Qo, g) may be viewed as a new 
type of tree to string transducer. Seen in this way d realizes the transduction 
tr, : F,+ 53 (S *) (where S is the synchronization alphabet) defined by 
Here tr,,(t)=@ if t$L,(d). Using the observation that NST is closed with respect to 
intersection with REC it follows by Theorem 3.5 that tr., preserves recognizability, i.e., 
tr.d((L) is recognizable for every LEREC. 
Theorem 3.6. N,ST c NST. 
Proof. Let JZZ =(C, Q, Qo, g)Enst, where Q = Q1u(QZ x S). First we show that without 
loss of generality we may assume that for all ~GF,: 
seq,(xZ, t)cS+, 
i.e. in each e-synchronized computation the automaton produces at least one syn- 
chronizing symbol. Simply by introducing new states, if necessary, we can assume that 
no initial state qoeQo appears in a sequence [ql,. . , qm]eas(q) for any aeC, qEQ, and 
thus initial states can appear only at the root of t. Then one replaces every nonsyn- 
chronizing initial state q. with (qo,s), where s is a new sync-symbol. 
We describe informally how one can construct genst such that L,(g)=L,(.c4). 
The set of synchronizing symbols of %? = (C, R, Ro, f) will be SuS’, S’ = {s’ 1 SES}. The 
automaton &Y simulates the computations of G! so that always when &’ enters a state 
(q, s), qEQZ, SES, the computation of B may nondeterministically choose to enter the 
state (q, s) or (q, s’). For each initial state (q, s) of d, R, contains both (q, s) and (q, s’). 
Additionally g checks that for all teF,, rEcom,(t): 
h,(path(r))cS*S’. (3.3) 
This can be achieved simply by adding a new component to the states that acts as 
a finite automaton reading the synchronizing sequence that is produced. Let tEF, and 
rEcom,(t). By (3.3), if u, uEpath(r) with hSB(u)~hJ(v) then h,(u)=&(u). This implies 
that the synchronizing sequences in the corresponding computation of d are also 
equal and hence L,( %?) c L,( &‘). On the other hand, the synchronized computations 
of @ can simulate the e-synchronized computations of & simply by guessing in each 
branch when one produces the last sync-symbol and replacing it with the primed 
version. This concludes the proof of the inclusion N, ST E NST and it remains to show 
that the inclusion is strict. Below we establish that even DST - N,ST # 8. 
Choose C=C,uC,uC,, C3 = {w}, C1 = (a, b}, Co = {y}. Denote L= {o(a”b(y), 
a”b(y), y) I n 20}. Then L= L,(d), where JZI =(C, Q, qO,g)Edst is constructed as 
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follows. Since DST is closed with respect to intersection with forests from DT 
we can assume that inputs for .d are of the form 
w(t,,t,,y), tl=urnh(l)), r2=uflb(?;). (3.4) 
Denote ws(qO)= [ql, q2, q3]. On an input (3.4) in the subtrees t1 and t2, .& produces 
a synchronizing symbol s, when reading a symbol c~(a, b}. Also .d simply checks that 
t3=y. Then seq(,d(q,),t,)=s,“s,~s~s,=seq(c~(q2),tz) iff n=m. (Here ,Ce(qi) is as in 
Section 2.) Also seq(.d(q,),t,)=i,. Hence scom,,(w(tl, t2, t3))#@ iff n=m. 
On the other hand, assume that L= L,(2), 8’Enst, where the cardinality of the state 
set of 98 is M. Consider an input tree of the form t(n) = u(a”b(y), a”b(y), y), n 3 2M. It is 
straightforward to verify that if rEs,com,,(t(n)) and h.(path(r/l))=w then IwI 32. 
(Otherwise one could repeat some part of the leftmost subtree r/l without producing 
new sync-symbols.) This is of course impossible since the rightmost branch can 
produce at most one synchronizing symbol. Thus, L$N,ST. 0 
Theorem 3.7. The families DST, D,ST and REC are pairwise incomparable. Also the 
families DST and N,ST are incompuruble. 
Proof. Note that in the proof of Theorem 3.6 we showed that DST-N,ST #8. This 
observation together with our earlier examples means that it is sufficient to show that 
D,ST- DST #8. Let C and L1 ED,ST be as in Example 3.2 and assume that 
&=L,(d), L~=(LQ,qo,gkdst. Let ws(q0)=Cq1,q21. Then seq(d(q1),a2(y))= 
seq(&(q,),o’(y)). On the other hand, seq(,d(q,),a(y))b,,seq(&‘(q,), a2(Y)). This 
implies seq(d(q,), a(r))%seq(&(q,), a2(Y)). It follows that w(~(y), a2(y))~LS(&) 
which is a contradiction. Thus, L1$DST. 0 
Clearly, N,ST contains REC and as an upper limit we obtain the result that 
nondeterministic synchronized forests are always context-free. In fact, a restricted tree 
pushdown automaton model is sufficient to simulate the computations of synchro- 
nized tree automata. 
Theorem 3.8. NST c CFT. 
Proof. For the definition of a top-down pushdown tree automaton we refer the reader 
to [7]. Let L= L,(d), dEnst. Then L can be recognized by a pushdown tree 
automaton 9 that on an input tree t simulates a computation rEscom,(t) as follows. 
At the root oft the automaton 9 nondeterministically pushes to the stack a sequence 
of symbols that represents a guess for the word seq(r). After this 9 does not use any 
more push moves. On each branch of the input tree, 9 simulates the computation of 
(the underlying automaton of) JZZ using just the finite control and always after 
producing a synchronizing symbol s it pops the stack and checks that the topmost 
stack symbol is equal to s. Finally, at the leaves the automaton may pop all remaining 
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stack contents. Thus, P is able to check that in the corresponding computation of 
& all synchronizing sequences are in the prefix relation. 
The strictness of the inclusion follows from the fact that synchronized automata 
with a unary input alphabet recognize only the recognizable forests. 0 
The families NST and N,ST are obviously closed under union. On the other hand, 
DST and D,ST are not closed under union since they do not contain all finite forests. 
In Lemma 3.9 we establish that none of the synchronized forest families is closed 
under intersection. From this it then follows, together with the above observation, 
that NST and N,ST are not closed under complementation. Finally, Lemma 3.10 
states that also the deterministic families are not closed under complementation. 
Lemma 3.9. Thefamilies ZST and Z,ST, ZE{D,N}, are not closed under intersection. 
Proof. We construct forests LigD, ST, i = 1,2,3, such that ni= r, 2, 3 Li is not in NST. 
Let C=C,uC,uC,, C,={w}, C,={a,r}, and C,=(yj. Define 
L1 ={~(CJnrm(Y), O”r”(Y))l n,m,p3 lf, 
L2 = {w(a”r”(y), aPrn(;,)) 1 n,m,p3 I}, 
&={w(~*T”(y), aPT”(y))In,m,p3 I} 
Using the same idea as in Example 3.2 it immediately follows that L,ED,ST, i= 1,2,3. 
Now 
n Li= {~(CJ"T"(y), O"T"(y)) 1 n2 1). (3.5) 
i=1,2.3 
From the duplication theorem of [l] it follows that (3.5) is not a context-free forest 
and hence does not belong to NST by Theorem 3.8. Also if h(C) is as in Lemma 3.3 
then h(C)(Li)EDST, i= 1,2,3, and again by the duplication theorem it follows that 
ni= 1,2,3 h(C)(Li) is not context-free. This concludes the proof. 0 
Similarly, as in the above proof, one could construct as an intersection of five 
deterministic synchronized forests a forest consisting of trees o(tr , t2) where the two 
unary subtrees t, and t2 are always of the form CJ”~“G”(~). Then the non-context- 
freeness of this forest would follow directly from the fact that the corresponding path 
language is not context-free. 
Lemma 3.10. D,ST and DST are not closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let C and L1 be as in Example 3.2 and h(C): Fz+FQ be the tree homomor- 
phism from Lemma 3.3. We show that (i) FE- L1 $D,ST, and (ii) Fn- h(,X)(L,)$DST. 
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(i) Assume that FE-L, =I!_(&‘), where &‘=(C,Q,q,,g)~dst and let ws(qo)= 
[ql,q2]. Then for all unary C-trees tr and t2 we have necessarily seq,(&‘(q,), tI)= 
seqe(&‘(q2), t2) iff tr #t2. This is clearly impossible. 
(ii) Let &=(C,Q,q,,g)~dst be such that F,-h(C)(L,)=L,(&) and again denote 
wg(qo) = [ql, q2]. Choose ti = a’?‘(y), i = 1,2,3. Then the following must hold: 
seq(,~(q,),ti)~seq(.d(q2),tj) iff i#j. (3.6) 
We derive a contradiction from the above condition. Without loss of generality one 
can assume that seq(d(q,),t,)<,,seq(&(q,),t2). 
(a) Assume that scq(cd(qZ)9 r2)Gpr scq(.d(qr),t3). Now the condition 
seq(~(q1),t3)~prseq(,Q;l(q,),t,)wouldimplyseq(d(q,),t,)d,,seq(~(q,),t,)which 
contradicts (3.6). Thus, necessarily seq(.d(q,), tr)<,,seq(.d(q,), t3). But 
also seq(,d(qI),tI) is a prefix of seq(,d(q,),t,) and we have seq(.d(q,),t,)= 
seq(.d(q2), tr ) which is a contradiction. 
(b) Assume then that seq(,d(q,), t3)Gprseq(.d(q,), t2). The condition 
seq(~(q2),f,)6,,seq(~(ql),t3)implicsseq(,~(q,),t,)~seq(~(q,),t,)which ispro- 
hibited. Finally, consider the possibility seq(&(q,), t3)<prseq(,d(q,), tI). Since 
seq(,~(q,),t,)llseq(.d(q,), tr) this implies that seq(A(q,),t,)<,,seq(,d(q,),t,). On 
the other hand, again by (3.6) seq(.r4(q,),t,)%seq(.d(q,), t,). This implies that 
seq(&‘(q,), tJ)=seq( .d(q,), t3) which again contradicts (3.6). 0 
In the above lemma, (i) is not a direct consequence of (ii) since h(C)(F,- L,)# 
F,-h(C)(L,). The relationships of the different synchronized forest families are 
summarized in Fig. 1. The edges in the figure represent strict inclusion and incompar- 
able nodes represent incomparable forest families. The family of finite forests is 
denoted by FIN. 
REC DST 
FIN 
Fig. 1 
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4. Normalization of synchronized automata 
Intuitively, an equality-synchronized tree automaton .& is said to be normalized if it 
satisfies the following condition. Assume that & goes to states q1 and q2 in two 
daughters u1 and u2 of a given node and the computation starting in q1 from 
u1 produces a synchronizing sequence w. Then there must exist a tree t such that 
weseq,(&‘(q,),t), i.e., if the subtree at u 2 is suitably chosen then the computation 
starting from u2 can be equality-synchronized with the computation starting from ul. 
Normalization can thus be seen as an extension of the notion of connectivity for 
ordinary tree automata (cf [6]). A connected automaton does not have states that 
are not used in any accepting computation and similarly a normalized automaton 
does not produce synchronizing sequences that do not appear in any successful 
computation. 
We show that for every e-synchronized automaton there exists an equivalent one 
that is normalized. This result turns out to be essential in proving that the equivalence 
of deterministic e-synchronized tree automata is decidable. For formally defining the 
notion of normalization we consider computations of e-synchronized automata on 
inputs having variables. 
Let &=(Z,Q, Qo,y)Ent and t~F,(x). The set of computations of & on t, com,4(t), 
consists of all labeled trees r : dom(t)+Q satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) from Defini- 
tion 2.2. Thus, the computations of corn,,(t) may end in an arbitrary state in leaves 
labeled by variables. 
In what follows, equality-synchronized computations will be defined only for linear 
ZX-trees where not all leaves are variables. Denote by T( 1, X) the set of all CX-trees 
t such that at least one leaf of t is labeled by an element of CO, i.e., leafi(t)#@ 
Definition 4.1. Let .d = (C, Q, Q,,, g) Enst and tE T( C, X)nlin( C, X). A computation 
recom.(t) is said to be equality-synchronized if the following two conditions hold. 
(i) For all Us, u2Eleafr(t), h,d(path(r,ul))=h,,(path(r,u,)). 
(ii) If u1 Eleaf,(t) and u,Eleafx(t), then h,d(path(r, uZ))< pr h,,(path(r, ul)). 
Since leaf,(t)#@ the above conditions also imply that all synchronizing sequences 
corresponding to leaves labeled with variables are in the prefix relation with each 
other. The set of e-synchronized computations of d on t is again denoted s,com,,(t) 
and the extended e-synchronized forest recognized by .d is 
Clearly, L,(d)= M,(d)nF,. Note that above we assume that the EX-trees t that 
d obtains as inputs do not have multiple occurrences of any variable and have at least 
one leaf labeled by an element of CO and thus & does not need to verify these 
properties. CX-trees belonging to M,(d) can be seen as prefix-trees of C-trees where 
the e-synchronization condition has so far not been violated if one assumes that the 
computation may be continued from the leaves labeled with variables. Next we define 
the normalized automata that under certain requirements can always continue the 
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e-synchronized computation successfully from a variable. The requirement is just that 
the subtree corresponding to some sister node of the variable must belong to FZ. 
Definition 4.2. An automaton .dEnst is said to be normalized if the following holds. 
Assume that t~M,(.pl) and u,ui,uj~dom(t), ueN*,, i, jgN+, i#j. Furthermore, 
assume that t/uiEF,, t/uj=xEX. Then there exists tlsFr such that 
t(xctr)EM,(.d). 
(Note that uj is the unique address of x since t is linear.) 
(4.1) 
Theorem 4.3. Let .d = (Z, Q, Qo, y)Enst. Then there exists a normalized synchronized 
automuton J = (Z, R, R,,, ,f) such that L,(g) = L,(&). Furthermore, ij’.~Z is a dsta then 
~3 can also be chosen to be deterministic. 
Proof. Below we give only an informal description of the construction used for the 
proof. The key idea is just to add to states of ,d new components that simulate the 
finite word-automata that recognize the e-synchronization languages corresponding 
to the computations starting from the sister nodes. 
Let the synchronization alphabet of .d be S and let Q = jqr, . . . , qm}. By 
Theorem 3.5 each language sync,(,d(qi)), i = 1, . . . ,m, is recognizable and let pi be 
a deterministic finite automaton (with input alphabet S) recognizing sync,(&(qi)), 
i= 1, . ,m. Let Di be the number of states Of ‘pi, ic{ l,... ,m]. 
A state of %9 will contain as first component a state of & and as other components 
Di copies of every automaton Zi, i = 1,. , m. (A copy Of %i is just a state Of pi.) Each of 
the copies of pi may be either active or inactive. 
The first component simulates a computation of .d. Consider a computation step 
[pr ,... ,p,]~a,(p), p,pl ,... ,p,,gQ, that is simulated and let ie(l,... ,n}. At the ith 
daughter the first component of the state of 98 will be pi. Also for each j#i one 
activates at the ith daughter an inactive copy of %j, (in its initial state) where pj=qj,. 
The activated copy ~j’ checks that the synchronizing sequence wi produced in the ith 
subtree belongs to sync,(&(pj)). This can be done simply by simulating the computa- 
tion of gj, and for all OGC, defining O/ to consist of only those states where all active 
automata U; are in a final state (and the first component belongs to Ok). When at some 
point two active copies of an automaton ‘Kk go to the same state, then the other is 
made inactive. Thus, the process can be iterated when continuing to simulate the 
computation of .r3 from the state pi using at most Dk copies of each automaton %Yk. 
In computations on a C-tree the additional components %k cause 2 to reject only 
computations of .d that clearly cannot be e-synchronized. In the above notations, if 
wi$sync,(.d(pj)) then the corresponding computation of & is not e-synchronized 
independently of what is the subtree corresponding to pi. Thus it immediately follows 
that L,(g)= L,(,d). We show that 28 is normalized. 
Let t~A4,(69) and u,ui,ujEdom(t), UEN *,, i,jEN+, ifjand let t/uicF,, tluj=xEX. 
We show that the condition (4.1) holds. Let rEs,com&(t) and denote 
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w=seq,(r/ui)~S*. (Since r is e-synchronized, h,(path(r/u)) is a singleton for all 
vEdom(r).) Assume that in the computation I at node u the first component of the 
states simulates a computation step [pr ,... ,p,]~o,(p) of ,sl, i,j~{ 1, . . . , n}. Then in 
particular the computation of 98 continuing from pi checks that the synchronizing 
sequence produced in the subtree t/ui belongs to sync,(d(pj)). Thus, there exists 
tleFz such that wEseq,(&(pj), tr). 
The computation of B continuing the simulation at node uj may contain active 
components %?k that reject some computations of JZZ. Thus, it may be that when 
starting to simulate the computation of & on tl (from node uj) &? does not produce all 
synchronizing sequences of seq,(d(pj), tl). However, the computation of B starting 
from the node ui contains all active components %‘k (k~ { 1,. , m}) appearing in the 
computation starting from uj except for the component ce, which recognizes the 
language sync,( &(pi)). Thus, when starting to read t1 from uj, B does not reject the 
synchronizing sequence wEseq,(B(q), t/d), where q = r(G). (Note that sync,(g(q)) c 
sync,(&(pi)).) Thus, t(X+tl)EM,(B). 
Finally, if d is deterministic then B can also be made to be deterministic simply by 
fixing some order in which the copies of the deterministic automata Ce, are activated 
and inactivated. 0 
We have not been able to prove a normalization result analogous to Theorem 4.3 
for prefix-synchronized computations. Such a result would be useful because, as seen 
in the next section, it would give a proof for the decidability of equivalence for the 
class DST. One can define the extended prefix-synchronized forest recognized by 
&‘Ennst, M,(&)~lin( C, X), analogously with Definition 4.1. Also, in a similar way to 
the proof of Theorem 4.3, one can construct an automaton 99 that simulates a given 
prefix-synchronized automaton & and checks that the computation starting from any 
given node always produces a synchronizing sequence that is in the prefix relation 
with some synchronizing sequence corresponding to every sister node. (For each state 
q the language sync(d(q)) is recognizable by Theorem 3.5. Hence the set of words 
w that are in the prefix relation with some word of sync(&(q)) is also recognizable.) 
However, the automaton 99 constructed in this way will not necessarily be normalized. 
The intuitive reason for this is the fact that the prefix relation z is not transitive and 
this means that for prefix-synchronized computations the normalization condition is 
not local. 
The difficulty can be illustrated by the following example. Let tEM,(d). Assume 
that t/u1 EF~, ul tiEleaf,( u2Eleafx(t), and let u’Eleaf,(t), where u’ jl u, (here 
u, u, u’EN*, ). Let r be a prefix-synchronized computation of d on t and let w1 and 
w2 be the synchronizing sequences produced by r on the paths to the leaves ul u and u’. 
Then w1 z w2. Assume that w1 =z1z2, where z1 is the synchronizing sequence pro- 
duced on the path from the root to the node u. For the normalization condition the 
automaton would have to check that by substituting a suitable tree tl for the variable 
at the node ~2 the resulting computation could be prefix-synchronized. Now, how- 
ever, it is not sufficient to check that z2 is in the prefix relation with a synchronizing 
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sequence z3 produced in the tree tr. Namely if 
z2cprz3 and w~=z~z~<~~w~ 
then it is still possible that z1z3 II w2 and the resulting computation would not be 
prefix-synchronized. 
5. Decision problems 
The question of the emptiness of context-free tree languages reduces to the empti- 
ness problem of indexed languages (cf. [15]) and thus it is decidable. By Theorem 3.8 
we immediately have the following result. (The proof of Theorem 3.8 is constructive.) 
Theorem 5.1. The emptiness problem is decidable for NST. 
Note that the direct reduction using Theorem 3.8 gives only an exponential-time 
decision procedure for the above emptiness problem. On the other hand, the equiva- 
lence problem turns out to be undecidable for nondeterministic synchronized auto- 
mata and decidable only in the deterministic equality-synchronized case. 
Theorem 5.2. The equivalence problem is undecidable for N,ST. 
Proof. We reduce the equivalence problem of N,ST to the question of whether 
a given instance of the Post correspondence problem (PCP) (cf. [9,16]) has a solution. 
An instance of the PCP over a binary alphabet 
C=(Z,u, )...) U,,V1)...) 0”) (5.1) 
consists of an alphabet Z= (a, b} and nonempty words Ui, Vi~Z’, i= l,... , n, n> 1. 
A solution of the above instance is a sequence of integers iI,. . . , ikE { 1,. . , n}, k 3 1, 
such that Ui,...Uik=Ui,...Uik. It is well known that one cannot decide whether a given 
instance of the PCP (over a binary alphabet) has a solution. 
Corresponding to an instance of the PCP as in (5.1) we define a ranked alphabet 
C and Ll,L2,L3~Fz as follows. Let ~=C,uC,uC3,Z,,={y}, E:3={o} and 
C1={a,b,S,e}u{l ,...,n}. Denote Q=(l ,... ,n,$>u{y} and T=ja, b,$)u{y}, where 
the ranks of all elements are as in ,Y. Define tree homomorphisms h[l] and h[2] from 
Fn into Fr by the following conditions: 
(i) hCllo(y)=$(y), hCll,(i)=Ui(XI)r i=l,...,n, hCll,@)=x,, 
(4 hC&(y)=$(yL hC2l,(i)=Vi(X1), i=l,...,n, hPll($)=xl. 
Denote M(C)=max{IuiI, lril li=l,...,n}. Define 
R={w(y)Iw~({l,...,n}$~(~))+). 
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Now we choose 
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L1={o(t,,t2,t3)Iti=Wi~(Y), WiE{U,b}+, i-1,2, t3ER). 
For wi, w~E{u,~}* we denote by LP(w,, w2)~N0 the length of the longest common 
prefix of wi and w2. Then define 
Finally, define 
L3={0(tl,t2,t3)1 ti=wi~(y), wiC{a,b}+, i=l,2, t3ER, 
Intuitively, if w(t,, t2, t3)EL3, then tl (or t2) is the unary tree representing the 
catenation of the words Ui (or Vi) given by the unary tree t3. Note that t3 also contains 
M(C) “padding symbols” $ between the unary symbols of { 1,. . . , n}. 
It immediately follows that L1 is a recognizable forest. Since N,ST is clearly closed 
with respect to intersection with regular forests, in order to show that L,EN,ST it is 
sufficient to construct d =( C, Q, Qo, g)Enst such that L,(d)nL, = L2. Choose 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ x (s,, ,~I,~~,s~,s~,), 
Qo=(qO) and d e fi ne g by the following conditions. Below d always denotes either the 
symbol 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
,sr 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
a or b, z denotes an element of { 1,2}, and c denotes either e or e’. 
qkIo)=c41~q2~~3l~ 
r,=Q. 
a,(q,)=a,((q,,Sd))={C(ql,S,)l, C(cL~I)l~ Ckh%)l). 
b,(q,)=b,((ql,s,))={C(q,,s,)l, Chsz)l, Ch41). 
~s((41,s,))=c(q,sc,)l. 
~,(q2)=~,((q,,Sd))={C(q2,s,)l, C(S>S2)1> C(4>%)1~. 
b,(q2)=b,((qz,sd))={C(q2>Sb)l> [(Y>%)l, [(%%)lh 
&7((42, sd))= C(4, %?)I. 
a,((q,s,))=a,((q,s,))=a,(qs)=b,((q,s,))=b,((q,s,))=b,(qs)=Cqf1. 
Ps((4,~z))=~y((4,~c))=~g(qj)=c4fl. 
Finally, for all e~{l,...,n}u{$> we define 
(xi) %(~3)=eg((~3~Sd))=%((q3~%))=%((~3~sc)) 
= {[SSl~ [(43?%)1? [(q3,sb)l, [(q 3,SI)l, Ck3rS2)1, CkI3,S,)l? c(q34fuI. 
Consider an input t=w(t,, t2, t,)cL,, ti=wi~(y), i= 1,2. Intuitively, in (iii), (iv), (vi), 
and (vii) a nondeterministic choice (q, sl) or (q, s2) means that the automaton guesses 
that it has reached the first symbol that is different in w1 and w2. Similarly, in 
a nondeterministic choice (q, sg) or (q,s,,) the automaton guesses that Wj<pr wi, 
{i,j} = (1,2}, and that it has reached the first symbol of Wi not belonging to the prefix 
wj. Rule (v) or (viii) then produces in the computation of tj a sync-symbol verifying this 
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guess. Below we show that L2 c L,(d). Let t be as above and assume that tEL2, i.e., 
w1 #w2 and hg(t,)>LP(w,, wZ). 
(I) Assume that wi < pr w2. (The possibility w2 < pr wi is analogous.) Using rules (iii), 
(iv), and (v) in the subtree t1 the automaton produces a synchronizing sequence 
s S, Y1”’ >m s,,, where ~l...~m=w 1, yiE(u, h). (In (iii) and (iv) it always makes the choice 
(ql,sa) or (ql,sb).) In the computation of r2 the automaton reads the prefix wi of 
w2 using rules (vi) and (vii) and can produce the synchronizing sequence sY, . ..sYm. 
When reading the first symbol of w2 after the prefix wi , .d makes the nondeterministic 
choice (4, sc.) using rule (vi) or (vii) as appropriate. The computation in t2 is completed 
using rules (ix) and (x) that produce no sync-symbols. Also since hg(t3)3 Iw,ej, in the 
subtree t3 the automaton can produce the same synchronizing sequence sY,.. .s,_s#,. 
Note that in rules (xi) at each step one can produce any sync-symbol or no sync- 
symbol. 
(11) The other possibility is that w1 11 w2. Let w be the maximal common prefix of 
wi and w2 and assume without loss of generality that wi = waw;, w2 = wbw;, 
w;, W;E{U, b}*. Now in the subtree t1 the automaton first reads the prefix w producing 
the synchronizing sequence sg,. ..sYm, where y, . . .y,,, = w. Then at the next symbol a the 
automaton makes the nondeterministic choice (q, sl) according to rule (iii). Similarly, 
the computation of t2 produces the sequence sY,. .s,,,, on the prefix w and then reading 
b with rule (vii) the automaton goes to the same synchronizing state (q, sl). After this 
the computations produce no more sync-symbols according to (ix) and (x). In t3 the 
automaton can also produce the identical synchronizing sequence sY1.. s,,,, s1 because 
hg(tj)>lwl+l. 
Thus, we have seen that L2 c L,(.d)nL, Conversely, assume that 
t=o(t,, t2, t3)EL1, ti=~~JiZ(~), i= 1,2, and let rEs,comd(t). It is straightforward but 
tedious to verify that the computation r is necessarily as in (I) or (II) above. Since rules 
(v) and (viii) produce different sync-symbols in tl and t2, it is clear that a synchronized 
computation at some point using rules (iii), (iv), (vi), and (vii) must make a nondeter- 
ministic choice representing a guess that wi and w2 are independent or one is a proper 
prefix of the other. It remains to verify that if the guess is incorrect then the 
computation will not be successful. We consider only one example of a false guess, the 
other cases are similar. Assume that after reading a common prefix w of w1 and w2, in 
ti the automaton guesses that w2 <r’wi and in t2 it guesses that wi <pr w2. Then 
according to (iii) and (iv) the computation in t1 goes to the synchronizing state (4, s$), 
whereas according to (vi) and (vii) the computation in t2 goes to the state (4, s,,). Thus 
the computation will not be synchronized. 
Since the subcomputations of r in ti and t2 necessarily produce LP(w,, w2) + 1 
sync-symbols, the existence of the e-synchronized computation r implies that 
hg(r3) > LP(w, > ~2 1. 
We have seen that L,(.d)nL, = L2 which implies that there exists effectively 
.ol’Enst such that L,(.d’)= L2. We only intuitively describe the construction of 
3?Enst such that L,(B)= L3. As above it is sufficient to consider the operation of 23 
on inputs o(t,, t2, t3) belonging to the recognizable forest L,. When reading the 
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right-most subtree t3, the automaton B produces a sync-symbol si corresponding to 
each symbol i~{l,... , n} and it passes by the padding symbols $ without producing 
any sync-symbols. In the subtree tl = wl$(y), W~E{CZ, b}+, the automaton nondeter- 
ministically guesses a decomposition of wi into the words of {ul,... , un} and always 
after reading a prefix uj it produces the sync-symbol Sj, Jo { 1,. . , n}. Similarly, in the 
subtree tz=w2$(y) the automaton produces a sync-sequence that represents a de- 
composition of w2 using the words vl,. . . , v,. (If such a decomposition does not exist 
the computation is blocked.) Thus, it is clear that the e-synchronized computation of 
%? can check that h[l](t3)=tl and h[2](t3)=t2. 
Finally, N,ST is effectively closed under union and thus we can construct 9Enst 
such that L,(G@=L,(&‘)uL,(B). We claim that 
L,( 9) = L,( &“) iff the PCP instance C does not have a solution. (5.2) 
Assume that C has a solution il... ik and denote t1 =u~,...u~~$(Y), t2=vil...uik$(y), 
t3=il$M(C)i2...ik$M(C)(y). Then 
On the other hand, tl = t2. Thus, t$L,(d’) and it follows that L,(&‘)#L,(9). 
Conversely, assume that C does not have a solution. Trees t = o(tl, t2, t3) belonging 
to L,(B)(=L,) represent guesses for a solution of the PCP and thus it follows that for 
such trees t always tl # t2. Thus, L,(g) cL,(&‘) (= L2). Note that here we need the 
fact that if t~L,(C#)= L3 then t3 contains sufficiently many symbols $ between 
consecutive unary symbols of { 1,. . . , a}. The padding symbols $ guarantee that hg(t,) 
is greater than the longest common prefix-tree of t1 and t2; in fact even 
hg(t,)>max{hg(t,), hg(t2)}. This implies that L,(g)=L,(d’). Thus, (5.2) holds. 0 
Corollary 5.3. Equivalence is undecidable for NST. 
In contrast to the undecidability results above, we show that the equivalence 
problem is decidable for deterministic equality-synchronized automata. First we need 
some notations and lemmas. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet. We denote by un(Z) the set of all unary C-trees, 
i.e., Z-trees containing only symbols of Z,uCO. Also we denote by bin(C) the set 
of all Z-trees containing at least one symbol of rank at least two. Clearly, 
F,=un(C)ubin(C) and un(Z)nbin(Z)=@ 
Lemma 5.4. Let &‘=(C, Q, Qo, g)Enst. Then the forest L,(&)nun(C) is recognizable. 
Proof. This is immediate since the e-synchronized computations of ~2 on a unary tree 
t are exactly the computations of the underlying automaton of r;4 on t. (On unary trees 
the synchronization condition becomes vacuous.) 0 
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Lemma 5.5. Let Cdl = (z, Q, q,,, y) and _EI~ = (1, R, rO, f) be deterministic synchronized 
tree automata that are normalized. Denote 
Yi=M,(.di)nZpr(C) and Zi=L,(,di)nun(C), i= 1,2. 
(For the notations see also (2.2) and (2.3).) Then 
L,(G?,)=L,(&‘~) if Y, = Y, and Z, =Z2. 
Proof. (i) Assuming first that L,(,dl)#L,(.d,), without loss of generality we may 
assume that there exists tEL,(&‘1)-Le(.012). If tGun(C) then Z1 #Z,. Next consider 
the possibility tEbin(C). By the definition of the extended forest M,(d,) it follows 
that for all u,,u,Eleaf(t), u1 #u2, 2pr(t,u,,u,)EM,(.d,). We claim that there exist 
u,,~~~leaf(t), u1 #u2, such that 
2pr(t,u,,u,)~M,(.d,). (5.3) 
Since &2 is deterministic, corn,,,(t) is either empty or consists of a unique computa- 
tion. Consider the former possibility and assume that the computation of c&z on 
t becomes blocked at node uEdom(t). Choose u, to be a leaf belonging to t/u and 
uz(#u,) to be an arbitrary leaf of t. Then (5.3) clearly holds. Then assume that 
corn,,,(t) = (r}. S’ mce t$L,(.d,) it follows that there exist ul, u,Eleaf(t) such that 
h,,,(path(r, ul)) # h.,,(path(r, uz)). Thus, it follows that 2pr(t, ul, u2)$Me(d2). 
(ii) For the proof in the other direction, assume that Z1 #Zz or Y1 # Y,. The first 
possibility immediately implies that L,(.vZ1)# Le(&‘z). (In this case, there exists 
a unary tree in the symmetric difference of L,(,c9,) and Le(C~2).) Then assume that 
Y, # Y,, and again without loss of generality let TV Y1 - Y,. We can also assume 
that var(t)=(.x,,... ,x,,,), ~30. Since tEM,(d,) and ,dl is normalized there 
exist tl,. . . , t,,,EF_ such that 
r’=t(x,tt,,... 3 &!+L)~L(.~, 1. (5.4) 
The trees tl , . . . , t, are seen to exist using the normalization condition (4.1) bottom-up 
on both paths oft leading from a leaf u labeled with an element of Co to the root. (First 
using Definition 4.2 one finds C-trees for variables at sister nodes of u, then for the 
sisters of the mother of u, and so on.) The resulting tree contains no variables and 
hence belongs to M,(,d,)nF,= L,(.r4,). 
Let u,,u,~leaf(t) be the unique two leaves of t labeled by elements of ,X0. Since 
tc$Me(d2) it follows that s,com,d,(t)=@. Thus, corn,<,,(t)=@ or corn,,,(t)= {r} and the 
following holds. The computations corresponding to u1 and u2 are not synchronized, 
i.e. h.,(path(r,u,))# h,,,(path(r, uz)), or there exists vEleafx(t) such that 
h,d,(path(r,o)) is not a prefix of h.,(path(r,ui)), iE{ 1,2}. In all cases also 
s,com,,,(t’)=O. (Here t’ is from (5.4).) In the last case note that if t(v)=xj then in the 
computation on t’ the subcomputation corresponding to tj cannot be e-synchronized 
with the computations corresponding to the leaves u, and u2. Thus, 
t’EL,(<E!‘1)-L,(J&f2). 0 
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The following lemma uses the crucial observation that the computations of deter- 
ministic e-synchronized tree automata on two-pruned trees can be simulated by 
deterministic multitape finite automata. 
Lemma 5.6. Given JZJ’~ = (C, Q, qo, g), d2 = (Z, R, rO, f)Edst, one can efictively decide 
whether 
Proof. Denote the maximal rank of elements of C by M, let Z= (0,. . . , M}, and recall 
the definition of ordered paths of tEF,(X) from (2.1). We will represent two-pruned 
trees essentially using two ordered paths. For this purpose we define an injective 
mapping 
G:2pr(C)+[(CxZ)*(CxZxZ)(CxZ)*]x(CxZ)* 
as follows. 
Let tE2pr(C) and let ul, u2 be the unique leaves of t labeled by elements of Co. 
Assumethat~,=uiv,,u~=ujv~,i<j,wherei,j~N+,u,v,,v~~N~.Denoteu=a,...a,, 
v1 =b ,... b,, v2=c1...c,, k,m, n30, a,, b,,c,eN+. Then G(t) will be the pair 
(G(& 1X G(& 2)), where 
G(t, l)=(t(~),a,)(t(al),az)...(t(u),i,j)(t(ui),b,)...(t(uib,...b,-,),b,)(t(u,),0) 
and 
G(t,2)=(t(uj),c,)...(t(ujc,...c,-,),c,)(t(u,),O). 
Intuitively, G(t, 1) represents just the ordered path from the root oft to u1 where the 
symbol (t(u), i,j) contains the additional information that the second branch starts at 
the jth daughter of the node u. The second branch from uj to u2 is represented 
by G(t,2). 
We describe how one can construct a deterministic two-tape finite automaton 
%I with input alphabet (C x Z)u(C x Z x Z) such that V1 accepts a pair of input 
words (w,, w2) iff (w,, w2)=(G(t, l), G(t, 2)) for some tEM,(&‘1)n2pr(C). Clearly, 
a two-tape automaton is able to check whether a given input is of the form 
(G(t, l), G(t, 2)) for some tE2pr(C). 
On an input (G(t, l), G(t, 2)) the automaton @?I first simulates the computation of 
J&‘~ on the prefix (t(A),al)(t(al),az)...(t(u), i,j) of G(t, 1). Using the finite memory, @‘I is 
able to check that the corresponding computation of &I is synchronized. (Note that 
the sync-symbols in daughter nodes of this path labeled with variables may be 
different and cause a synchronization disagreement. If the computation is synchro- 
nized, then all sync-symbols corresponding to variables that appear “between” sync- 
symbols s1 and s2 produced on the path must be equal to s2. This condition can easily 
be checked using the finite-state memory.) After this the automaton %‘1 continues 
reading the first input tape G(t, 1) until it reaches a point where the automaton 
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&r produces a sync-symbol s on the ordered path corresponding to u1 . ($I?~ again 
checks that the sync-symbols corresponding to the variables do not cause disagree- 
ment.) Then VI simulates the computation on the second input G(t, 2) until it produces 
a sync-symbol s’ and checks that s’=s. Continuing in this way the automaton %I is 
able to check that the synchronizing sequences produced on the paths from u to 
ur and u2 are equal. All the above steps are completely deterministic since &‘r is 
deterministic. 
Similarly, one can simulate the computations of _QI* on 2pr (C) using a deterministic 
two-tape automaton Cx,. Now M,(d,)n2pr(,X)=M,(dz)n2pr(C) iff the automata 
%‘I and Ce, accept the same inputs. The equivalence of deterministic multitape finite 
automata is decidable (cf. [S]). 0 
In the above proof it was sufficient to consider deterministic two-tape automata, 
and in this restricted case the equivalence problem has already been shown to be 
decidable in earlier papers [2,23]. Now we are ready to prove our main decidability 
result. 
Theorem 5.7. The following problem is decidable. 
Instance: ~2’~) ,d,Edst. 
Question: Is L,( &‘1 ) = L,( s.&)? 
Proof. Clearly, D,ST is effectively closed with respect to the restriction of the ranked 
alphabet of input symbols (intersection with a forest Fo, where Sz is a subset of the 
input alphabet). Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that the ranked input 
alphabet for both automata dI and dZ is C. By Theorem 4.3 we can construct 
a normalized automaton F%iEdst that is equivalent to &i, i= 1,2. Denote 
%=(LQ,qo,g) and g2=(LRro,f). 
By Lemma 5.5, Le(9JII)=Le(B2) iff M,(9$r)n2pr(C)=M,(&)n2pr(C) and 
L,(@r)nun(C)= L,(aZ)nun(C). The former condition is decidable by Lemma 5.6. 
By Lemma 5.4 the forests L,(Bi)nun(C), i= 1, 2, are effectively recognizable and it 
follows that also the latter condition is decidable. El 
The main open problem remaining is whether equivalence is decidable for DST. 
Although the families DST and D,ST are incomparable, one can say that decidability 
of equivalence for deterministic prefix-synchronized automata would be a stronger 
result than Theorem 5.7. Namely, if equivalence is decidable for DST then one obtains 
Theorem 5.7 as a corollary using Lemma 3.3. On the other hand, if one had 
a normalization result analogous to Theorem 4.3 for prefix-synchronized tree 
automata, then exactly as above one could prove that equivalence is decidable for 
DST. 
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